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ULF DIRLMEIER, GERHARD FOUQUET, and BERND FUHR-
MANN, Europa im Spätmittelalter 1215–1378, Oldenbourg Grundriß
der Geschichte, 8 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 2003), ix + 390 pp. ISBN
3 486 49721 9. EUR 24.80

This joint venture by Dirlmeier, Fouquet, and Fuhrmann is one of
two additions to Oldenbourg’s highly successful Grundriß der Ge-
schichte series to have been published in 2003, the other being
Christoph Schmid’s volume on pre-Revolutionary Russia. Whereas
each of the other contributions to the medieval part of the series has
been re-issued at least once since 1990, in some cases with substantial
revisions,1 a noticeable gap remained between Hermann Jakobs’
Kirchenreform und Hochmittelalter, covering the period up to the
Fourth Lateran Council, and Erich Meuthen’s Das 15. Jahrhundert.

The brief opening chapter of the volume under review here (‘Das
Spätmittelalter—Entfaltung einer Epoche’) can be read both as an
essay on methodology and an introduction to some of the key themes
in European history of the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries: crises,
internationalism, and communalism. The further the twentieth cen-
tury progressed, the more medievalists sought to replace, or at least
supplement, the study of high politics with a history accounting for
social and economic and, from the 1960s onwards, cultural factors,
‘culture’ being understood as the conditions of everyday life and
experience. In line with these trends, which have long since entered
the mainstream of historiography making for a markedly increased
output and specialization (this is the only multi-author volume in the
Grundriß series), a substantial chapter on space, economy, and cul-
ture precedes that dealing with the political units of late medieval
Europe. The authors do not, however, go so far as to abandon their
chronological framework, which is defined by two key events in
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1 Vol. 5: Reinhard Schneider, Das Frankenreich (4th edn., 2001.) Vol. 6:
Johannes Fried, Die Formierung Europas 840–1046 (2nd edn., 1993). Vol. 7:
Hermann Jakobs, Kirchenreform und Hochmittelalter 1046–1215 (4th edn.,
1999). Vol. 9: Erich Meuthen, Das 15. Jahrhundert (3rd edn., 1996).



church history: the Fourth Lateran Council and the beginning of the
Great Schism.

Sub-sections of Gerhard Fouquet’s excellent ‘Raum, Wirtschaft
und Menschen’, which forms more than half of the ‘account’ section
of this volume, are devoted to climate and the environment, patterns
of consumption, demographic developments, rural and urban econ-
omy, finance and trade, social relations, the aristocracy, and intellec-
tual life. Even at this first, ‘narrative’ stage, Fouquet critically reviews
the results of earlier research, modifying or refuting them where nec-
essary. In his chapter on the ‘states’ of later medieval Europe, Bernd
Fuhrmann offers a concise overview of political and administrative
developments in each of the main regions of the universitas Christiana.
If any criticism had to be made here, it would be that the intercon-
nectedness of the units which made up this ‘international’ communi-
ty in the period under consideration does not receive a fair share of
attention; to name perhaps the most obvious example, the universal-
ist idea of the Emperor’s potential hegemony over Europe’s individ-
ual regna is known to have had a direct impact on the formation of
the idea of royal sovereignty in France and England. Dieter Berg’s
1997 book on Germany and its neighbours in the thirteenth to six-
teenth centuries, also published in an Oldenbourg series,2 provides a
good example of how a more synchronic, structure-orientated
approach can enhance our understanding of the political world of the
Middle Ages.

A summary of the current state of and trends in research forms
the second component of the tripartite structure of the Grundriß vol-
umes. Given the heterogeneity of these trends, providing a pan-
European overview is certainly no mean feat. Fouquet succeeds
admirably in briefing his readers on the achievements of past gener-
ations of scholars and on the ongoing debates in late medieval eco-
nomic and social history. Fuhrmann’s chapter on the state of research
on thirteenth- and fourteenth-century political and administrative
history gives due consideration to all the standard works and main
controversies but his bibliographical and methodological essay is in
places unnecessarily watered down by more ‘narrative’ elements
which would have been better relegated to part I of the book. Anyone
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Deutscher Geschichte, 40 (Munich, 1997).



in need of a good short introduction to this aspect of the history of
late medieval Europe would therefore be well advised to read the
whole of chapter II.c. in conjunction with chapter I.c. The bibliogra-
phy given in part III on sources and literature is by no means exhaus-
tive but in view of the limitations regarding manuscript length
imposed on all the authors of this series this was to be expected.
However, the inclusion of illustrative material—especially maps, dia-
grams, and genealogical tables—would certainly have helped to
enhance even further the usefulness of this volume by Dirlmeier,
Fouquet, and Fuhrmann as an introduction to the field. Despite these
minor shortcomings, this publication will no doubt be very warmly
received by students and academic teachers.
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